Jaguar mk9

Later versions had a larger tail-lamp assembly with an amber section for traffic indication,
visually similar to the tail-lights of the smaller Jaguar Mark 2. It was replaced by the lower and
more contemporary-styled Mark X in A four-speed manual system transmission was standard.
Options included overdrive and a Borg Warner three-speed automatic box, the most popular
choice. Internally, an enlarged-bore 3. The B-type head of the Mark VIII was retained, but with a
chamber at the bottom of the combustion chamber to accommodate the enlarged bore. Twin
HD6 1. A smaller electromagnetically controlled auxiliary carburettor was placed between the
main pair of carburettors to act as a choke. It often proved troublesome in operation and many
were converted to manual switching. Standard compression ratio was , but a higher
performance compression ratio was also available, as was a compression ratio for export
markets, such as Africa, where quality of petrol was sometimes a problem. The Mark IX was the
first production Jaguar to offer four-wheel servo-assisted Dunlop disc brakes and recirculating
ball power steering , which were now standard equipment. The brake system included a vacuum
reserve tank to preserve braking in the event that the engine stalled. Automatic transmission
were fitted with a hill-holding "anti-creep" feature, where an electromagnetic valve maintained
brake pressure at rest when the brake pedal was released to prevent the car from rolling back
on an incline. The power steering was driven by a Hobourn-Eaton pump, operating at psi. It was
attached to the back of the generator and allowed the steering to be geared up to 3. Once in
third gear, a series of clutches engaged to allow direct drive rather than through the torque
converter. The torsion bar independent front suspension and leaf-sprung rear live axle were
retained from the Mk VIII, which, in turn, was first used in the Mark V. The sunshine roof became
a standard fitting for the UK market. The interior was luxurious, with extensive use of leather,
burled walnut and deep pile carpet. A range of single and twin-tone paint schemes was offered.
A car with automatic transmission tested by the British magazine The Motor in had a top speed
of A fuel consumption of It covered the standing quarter mile in The Standing Quarter-mile was
passed in The Mark IX was popular as a state car. The Nigerian government bought forty Mark
IXs, painted in state colours of green and white. The large Jaguars of the s were sufficiently
popular in western Africa that "Jagwah" survives as a colloquialism for "smart
man-about-town". In all, 10, were produced. The Mark IX's power and good brakes for a vehicle
of the era, together with its impressive aesthetic appearance, make it a common choice for
classic car circuit racing, such as at the Goodwood Circuit 's Revival meetings. Langworth,
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Ltd. Independent renamed Jaguar Cars. British Leyland. Later versions had a larger tail-lamp
assembly with the addition of an amber section for traffic indication, visually similar to the
tail-lights of the smaller Jaguar Mark 2. The Mark IX was popular as a ceremonial car for state
dignitaries. The Nigerian government bought forty Mark IXs, painted in the Nigerian state
colours of green and white. The large Jaguars of the s were sufficiently popular in western
Africa that "Jagwah" survives as a colloquialism for "smart man-about-town". In the luxury car
market, the Jaguar Mk IX was very competitively priced, selling for British Pounds with manual
gearbox, with overdrive, and with automatic transmission, which was less than half the price of
similar competitors. The Mark IX offered here is a numbers matching example retaining its
original engine. It comes with its Jaguar Heritage Trust Certificate. Recent rebuilding of the fuel
system and braking systems, and a complete tune ensure that this car drives just as good as it
looks. This vehicle has been sold. Browse Category. Vehicle Description. Sign up for our daily
newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our
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accolade represents the continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie
Awards, the world's premier business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought
to you by ClassicCars. Make Jaguar. Model MK9. It is equipped with a 3 Speed Automatic
transmission. The vehicle is Burgundy with a Tan Full Leather interior. It is offered As-Is. The

most stately model Jaguar ever built.. In excellent condition with all the following done recently
by XKs Unlimited.. Good compression straight across, 60PSI oil pressure,runs cool. A real eye
turner. Great running-Excellent condition-New coker tires and new paint in black and claret sets
off the beautiful visuals-New brakes-Reconditioned carburetors-Professional paint-Interior
leather miles-V6 auto transmission. Financing Nationwide Shipping and Warranties available to
qualified buyers. We often offer automobiles for sale out of our personal collection. We are on a
constant mission to acquire the best of the best which we offer to the public. Buy with
confidence our vehicles are some of the finest on the market. Visit our about ME Link at he top
of this page. Wheelbase: For , the 3. A tachometer, limited-slip differential, four-wheel disc
brakes, and four-speed transmission with overdrive were all standard. In road trim, the
horsepower Mk2 3. These cars were equally impressive at long-distance racing and in broke
four world records in the 3â€”5 liter class, averaging The Mk2 would go on to dominate saloon
car championship racing, delighting crowds at such legendary tracks as Brands Hatch, Oulton
Park, Goodwood, and even the Tour de France, at which it proved victorious from to It was no
wonder then that the Mk2 quickly became the preferred getaway car for London gangsters
matched in short order by the police in their stripped 3. The Mk2 3. No expense was spared
during its meticulous restoration by Symbolic Motors. Rebuilt engine and overdrive, new seats
and nIce, cold Air Conditioning! Will make this car ride luxurious and comfortable. This Jaguar
is stunning with its lustrous white finish and contrasting blackinterior. What seems like acres of
polished walnut veneer is properly mirrored from the center, and complemented with
Connolly-type leather and Wilton carpeting. An attractive Derrington wood-rimmed wheel has
been fitted. Chrome wire wheels with period-style radials complete the picture which includes
detailing of the little-seen areas under the bonnet and underneath the car. As originally
specified, with the popular, race-proven 3. Oh â€” and lest we forget â€” an extra gear knob,
with original 4-speed pattern, is included for use at its next concours event! If you have any
question please feel free to email or call us at , David can be reached at anytime day or night.
We welcome a personal or a third party inspection of this vehicle at anytime during the ten day
auction. Inspections must take place prior to bidding or submitting offers. Ebay bidding is a
legal contract not an offer for first rights of refusal if you bid you bought it. Deposits must be
made within 48 hours, final payment is due within 5 days unless other arrangements have been
made with the seller, vehicle must be paid in full prior to car leaving. The vehicle is sold as,is
with no warranty. No guarantees written or implied. Buyer is responsible for all shipping cost.
Warranty Information This vehicle is being sold as is, where is with no warranty, expressed
written or implied. The seller shall not be responsible for the correct description, authenticity,
genuineness, or defects herein, and makes no warranty in connection therewith. No allowance
or set aside will be made on account of any incorrectness, imperfection, defect or damage. Any
descriptions or representations are for identification purposes only and are not to be construed
as a warranty of any type. It is the responsibility of the buyer to have thoroughly inspected the
vehicle, and to have satisfied himself or herself as to the condition and value and to bid based
upon that judgement solely. The seller shall and will make every reasonable effort to disclose
any known defects associated with this vehicle at the buyer's request prior to the close of sale.
Seller assumes no responsibility for any repairs regardless of any oral statements about the
vehicle. Payment can be made by Cashier's Check, Money Order or by Bank Wire Transfer
Funds must be cleared before car leaves our establishment Cashiers checks must clear for ten
days as well unless verified by the bank. Wire tranfer normally clear within a days and car is
available for pick upon confirmation of Funds received. Any questions call please call Bid with
the confidence of a good investment! Precious Metals will be happy to answer any questions on
this item, send more specific pictures, etc. We would also like to invite you or a third party out
to come inspect any one of our vehicles. An auction bid is a contract. If you bid on a No Reserve
auction or you are the high bidder and the reserve has been met, you own the item. Winning the
bid does not mean you win the decsion to come inspect it and then decide, it means you have
bought the item and intend to purchase and fund a Down Paymnet within 48 hours or item will
be made available to other parties, Unless special arrangments are made between buyer and
seller. Precious Metals reserves the right to raise or remove the reserve or cancel the auction at
any time. This will not be done within the last 12 hours of the auction, nor will any bid retraction
be accepted. All sales are final. Once The San Diego Collection releases the item for shipping, it
is the buyers responsibility to protect against any damages. Fee and Tax Information: Calif.
Purchaser will pay for any and all shipping costs. We are willing to assist in finding a shipping
agent, we have several we are confident with. Any vehicle purchased in California and not
shipped on a commercial carrirer out of state is subject to Tax, and All Dmv Fees associated
with purchase. If a buyer buys a car and hauls it on his own trailer enclosed or open the
transaction is also subject to Sales Tax and DMV fees. If a buyer buys a car and wishes to drive

the vehicle home we are required to collect california sales tax. Sales tax is non-refundable for
any reason. About Us Due to our combined 70 years of automotive experience, for over ten
years Precious Metals has had the distinct honor of offering our patrons a superior level of
service to address all of their specialty interest vehicular needs. We offer a dedicated and
aggressive marketing program for consigning your vehicle and our award winning restoration
and repair services will make your current project a reality or supply you with the turn key-ready
to go vehicle of your dreams. All vehicles are sold as-is unless otherwise specified. I have done
my best to accurately describe this vehicle. It is up to the buyer to come see and further inspect
the car before the end of the auction. This vehicle is being sold as is, where is with no warranty,
expressed written or implied. Due to our combined 70 years of automotive experience, for over
ten years Precious Metals has had the distinct honor of offering our patrons a superior level of
service to address all of their specialty interest vehicular needs. My father and I own a few cars
together This car is incredible to drive, is extremely fast sleeper with High horsepower
replacement drive-train. It is instant fun and very reliable. Exterior:The car was painted once
same original color and is in very nice condition. There is not a hint of rust or accident ever
Chrome is very good though rear bumper needs rechromingHas old Maserati sideview mirrors
aka "Baby Turbos" I have been looking for correct original mirrors. Tires newInterior:Seats are
excellent thought a vinyl material in correct pattern. Carpets very niceWool Headliner very
niceSteering wheel excellentDash wood very good. Radio works but stays onDrivetrain:
Oldsmobile The Mark2 Jaguars were successful race cars, mainly due to high out put motors
and 4 wheel disk brakes. The brakes work very well though i have had no reason to check them.
Has original spare rim and Owners manual as well as factory service manual Original Jack still
in trunk This jaguar is a joy to drive I would get the parts together to go back to original after
driving daily for next 10 years.. Factory high compression Manual Mark 2's are most rare and
expensive of the breed. J62 is California Jaguar That is how California titled them then..
Oceanside California. Beautiful Jaguar Mark-II. The vehicle currently has 69, original miles.
Matching 's inline 6 3. Fully restored!! It has been a California resident and garaged its entire
life. I would call this vehicle "showroom" condition. All chrome bumpers and grills are in
excellent condition and are "like new". Moldings and emblems are polished above standard
conditions. The interior leather is flawless and is " like new". All woodwork is excellent no
chips,nicks or stains. Tires are The engine was rebuilt within the last 10 years. This vehicle is
equipped with power steering, power breaks, telescope adjustable steering wheel. Listing by
Auction Engine is completely rebuilt, brakes rebuilt; Borg-Warner automatic transmission
serviced; both gas tanks relined, re-keyed; new paint; some new chrome, some original. Runs
well, drives well but still on original skinny bias-ply tires , lights, turn signals etc. Needs wiper
motors. Needs complete interior re-furbished â€” headliner, wood, upholstery. Interior
completely removed and stored in preparation for completion. Many pictures available. Car is
located in Boise, Idaho I purchased it in Oregon. Select Vehicle Marketing has marketing
professionals who are experienced with every aspect of Internet marketing and advertising.
Please verify any information with the owner. Select Vehicle Marketing will provide owner
contact information to all legitimate inquiries. DescriptionHistoryFinally motivated to sell my
long-time restoration project4-door saloonEngine is completely rebuiltBrakes
rebuiltBorg-Warner automatic transmission servicedBoth gas tanks relinedRe-keyedNew
paintSome new chromeSome originalRuns wellDrives well but still on original skinny bias-ply
tires Lights,turn signals etc. Our secure online application form is easy to complete, all you
need are a few personal and employment details. Click here to get started. Contact This listing,
and many others, are being presented by Select Vehicle MarketingSelect Vehicle Marketing is a
national vehicle marketing and advertising agency as well as a car and rv registry. Our years of
Internet Marketing experience and our proprietary software allows us to not only market your
listing in the most visible manner but also to syndicate or distribute your listing to a massive
number of"For Sale" websites. Preferred Method:PhoneEmailMessage:Complete and submit the
form below to send a link and your message to a friend. Calls and emails in regards to asking
price will be ignored. This is an auction please bid what you are willing to pay for the item. All
other questions will be answered promptly. We apologize for any inconvenience. Placing a Bid:
Your bid constitutes a legally binding contract to purchase this vehicle. Please do not bid if
you're not seriously interested or financially able to purchase this vehicle. Please read eBay's
User AgreementSelect Vehicle Marketing reserves the right to,Obtain and verify the registered
information of all users who bid on this auction. Cancel any and all bids at our discretion, or
end the auction early if necessary. Bidders Age: You must be 18 years of age or older to Bid.
Special eBay Bid Retraction Rules: Please read eBay's "Retracting a Bid"If you place a bid
before the last hour period of the auction:You may retract that bid before that last hour period
but only for exceptional circumstances. You will not be allowed to retract that bid during the last

hour period of the auction. If you place a bid during the last hour period of the auction:You will
be allowed to retract the bid for exceptional circumstances but only if you do so within one hour
after placing the bid. Buyers Inspection: Select Vehicle Marketing has done our best to disclose
all information known about this vehicle for auction. Select Vehicle Marketing welcomes a
buyers inspection. If you plan to have a buyers inspection, please make sure you inspect the
vehicle prior to the auction ending. Inspection fees if any are Buyers responsibility.
Representations and Warranties made by seller: This vehicle is being sold "as is".
Manufacturer's warranties may still apply. Extended warranty may be available, e-mail or phone
Select vehicle Marketing at for details. No representations or warranties are made by seller, nor
are any representations or warranties relied upon by bidders in making bids. Taxes and
Registration fees: Out of state buyers are responsible for all state, county, city taxes and fees,
as well as title service fees in the state that the vehicle will be registered. All taxes and fees
must be paid in full in order for vehicle to be titled and registered. Title Information: Vehicles
titles may be held by banks or lenders as collateral for loans. In many cases there is a delay in
receiving the original instruments up to 21 days from the time we pay a vehicle off. While we
usually have all titles in our possession at closing, there are occasions where we may be
waiting for them to arrive. If payment is made by cashier's or personal checks we will hold all
titles for 10 days or until funds have cleared. Select Vehicle Marketing will help with shipping
arrangements but will not be responsible in any way for claims arising from shipping damage!
We assume no responsibility for damages incurred after the vehicle leaves our showroom. All
shipping arrangements are provided by Select Vehicle Marketing as a courtesy. We are not
affiliated with any carrier. Any claims or other communication regarding shipment of vehicles
will be between you and the shipper, not with Select Vehicle Marketing. The amount of time it
takes for delivery is dependent on the carrier, but is generally days from the date the vehicle is
picked up from our facility until it is delivered to your destination. Verify with the shipper for an
Estimate Time of Arrival to be sure. Finalizing your Purchase:Select Vehicle Marketing will
contact the successful high bidder by e-mail after the auction closes. Successful high bidder
MUST communicate with Select Vehicle Marketing by e-mail or phone within 24 hours of the
auction ending to make arrangements to complete their transaction. If we cannot confirm your
intention to buy or the sale is not completed within 5 days, we reserve the right to re-list this
vehicle or sell to any other qualified buyer. Within 72 hours of bid closing, Buyer must send
balance of funds by bank wire transfer, cash in person, bank certified funds to Seller.
Furthermore, before said vehicle is released for shipment to Buyer, all other Sale related and
title related paperwork must be signed and returned complete to Seller. Auction, Inc. However,
Auction The purchaser or prospective purchaser should verify with the Seller the accuracy of all
the information listed within this ad. Selling a Vehicle? Create Professional Listings Fast and
Easy. Click Here! Image Hosting and Counters by: Auction Model E-Type. I mean records from
when the car was owner ordered from Southern California , to the pick up at the Jaguar factory
in England, to shipping and preparation at the Los Angeles area Jag dealer! Please scroll down
the page to look at the many pictures. This was no partial restoration, this was a complete
rework of everything starting with a very well preserved and documented Mk II. All the wood
refinished, chrome polished or replated, every piece of rubber is new, the entire driveline was
rebuilt and or checked. Complete disassembly and repaint in the original colors. Only 9, miles
since complete restoration. Was driven from Chicago to Santa Fe in the summer when
purchased. Cruises confidently down the interstate with accurate steering, excellent brakes, no
weird mechanical noises, no bad wind noise, no rattles, no shimmy, no shake, no dog gone
issues at all. Owned by a long time vintage Jaguar collector. Inspections encouraged and
welcomed. Video or pictures of any area can be made for you. I have sold collector quality cars
to many new owners all across the USA and the world with that feedback. There are more
pictures at my car collection web page. Please feel free to text or call me at m. Penske Honda E.
I handle all of our eBay transactions and will be your point of contact throughout the entire
experience. Please reach out with any questions. Scott Hiller - eBay Sales Specialist shiller
penskeautomotive. Top Dollar for all trade-ins! Have your car appraised today! By utilizing a few
styling cues from Jaguar's history, the F-Type evokes a bit of nostalgia and perhaps a heap of
sex appeal with its handsome design. Penske Promise - If you are not satisfied with your
Penske purchase you can return it to Penske Honda within 3 business days from the date. The
inventory shown is only a partial listing of what we have available. Please call Use for
comparison purposes only. Do not compare to models before Your actual mileage will vary
depending on how you drive and maintain your vehicle. Please confirm the accuracy of the
included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. Click here to fill out our secure online credit
application form. We will describe the vehicle as accurately as we can and provide as many
pictures as possible. Independent inspections are welcome. To note: All of our vehicles go

through a rigorous safety inspection. Any safety inspection results are available upon request.
Please reach out prior to auction end for additional details. We are more than happy to explain
the process of buying through eBay and are able to provide transport assistance or finance
approval if needed. My name is Scott Hiller and I am your point person for the entire transaction.
With over 17 years of industry related experience, I am at your service. Please reference the
stock number when contacting me. I will respond as completely and quickly as I can. I monitor
our listings around the clock. The vehicles listed are only a small representation of what we
have available. Are you looking for a specific vehicle that you do not see listed? If this is the
case then please let me know. Buyer is responsible for payment of sales tax and registration
and titling of vehicle. Contact me with questions about these items. We finance! We are part of
the largest dealer group in the world and have great lending partners available for all types of
credit scenarios. Please have your finance solution in place prior to auction end and if you have
questions about financing options, please let me know. We sell up to cars per month. We have
up to 40 salespeople serving our local community and typically, our inventory rotates about
every three days. What this means to you is that timing is of essence. Do not miss out on the
opportunity to secure your vehicle today. Because we are the highest volume dealer in the state
of Indiana, we reserve the right to end an auction at any time. Often, we will shut auctions down
early with an approved offer. Please submit a reasonable offer to me directly at or shiller
penskeautomotive. Again, please submit a fair offer for approval. Best Regards and Good Luck!
Scott Hiller - eBay Sales Team shiller penskeautomotive. Contact seller for details. Contact us
today and take advantage of our financing offers available. We use many different lenders to get
you the best financing package. Submit your application to At Penske Honda, we are committed
to helping you! Contact us today for more information, or fill out our Online Credit Application
to begin the pre-approval process today. Terms of Sale Overview We reserve the right to end
this listing at anytime should the vehicle no longer be available for sale. The following terms of
sale apply to all of our listings. Buyer agrees to pay remaining balance due plus applicable fees
and taxes within 3 days of the close of the auction. All financial transactions must be completed
before delivery of the vehicle. Bidder's Age: You must be 18 years of age or older to Bid. Please
read eBay's User Agreement. Title Information: Vehicle titles may be held by banks or lenders
as collateral for loans. Finalizing your Purchase: We will contact the successful high bidder by
e-mail after the auction closes. Successful high bidder MUST communicate with us by email or
phone within 24 hours of the auction ending to make arrangements to complete their
transaction. If we cannot confirm your intention to buy or the sale is not completed within 5
days, we reserve the right to relist this vehicle or sell to any other qualified buyer. Click here to
view your video Customer does NOT intend to and will NOT export the subject vehicle outside
the United States for the longer of A one year period from the date hereof or B the term of any
applicable retail installment sales contract or lease agreement unless the Customer has the
written consent of Penske Honda or applicable lender. See Penske Honda for complete details.
They are still previously driven vehicles, normal wear and tear should be expected. Extra key,
books and accessories will only be provided if the previous owner left them. Please call if you
have any questions about condition Shipping: We use bonded and insured shippers who offer
fast, reliable service. Shipping can take 7 to 21 days depending on current conditions. Sale tax
and license fees are collect on any vehicle financed or picked up in Indiana. Condition: Vehicles
are sold on first come first serve bases. We have a tremendous amount of walk in traffic which
could be considering the same vehicle you are watching. Neither the dealership nor eBizAutos
is responsible for misprints on prices or equipment. It is the customer's sole responsibility to
verify the accuracy of the prices with the dealer, including the pricing for all added accessories.
All Rights Reserved. Model F-Type. Why Buy a Car From Vroom? The number of owners is
estimated. This is a Jaguar F-Type R with only 8, miles. This Jaguar also comes with 20" Wheels
and a 5. Call us at or visit vroom. Length: Curb Weight: 3, Lbs. Vroom v2 - Terms Title Terms
Terms Free shipping offers and any offers made by Vroom are not applicable to licensed
automotive dealers. Both subject to time of day and traffic conditions. Texas residents pay 6.
Out of state buyers may register and title vehicle in their home state same as driver license ,
however all fees are collected by AutoAmerica and forwarded to buyers home state tax and
registration agencies. Certain Texas fees may still apply. Out-of-state sales are subject to local
and state taxes, title and registration fees. However, most vehicles have remainder of factory
warranty, or qualify for an extended service contract that may be purchased at an additional
cost to buyer. Ask associate for details. Buyer receives copies of all paperwork pertaining to
transaction, any after sale work must be in writing and signed by a Vroom representative.
Vroom retains right to keep trade-in if applicable. After 24 hours deposit WILL automatically be
returned and vehicle will be available for sale to the public. Miles posted in listing may vary
slightly due to test-driving, road testing, or in-transit shipping. All obligations pursuant to this

contract shall be performed in Tarrant County, Texas. The vehicle shall be delivered F. All
parties agree in relation to any transaction involving this vehicle that the proper venue for any
legal proceedings shall be in Tarrant County, Texas. Vroom accepts Paypal or any major credit
card over the phone for deposits only. Our photos will show any additional keys and manuals if
available for the vehicle. Vroom provides a day, 6,mile limited warranty on most vehicles,
excludes exotic makes and models. Powertrain coverage only on vehicles over 80, miles see
dealer for full details. All eBay auctions are subject to sale outside of eBay. Contact a member
of our team to place a refundable deposit on a vehicle to hold it for 24 hours. Model XJ. Over 5
million AutoCheck reports are run by consumers, dealers and auto auctions each month. If a
deposit is not received, and an alternate arrangement has not been made, the vehicle can and
will be made available to other potential buyers on a first-come, first-served basis. Contact us if
you require any special assistance. We welcome pre-purchase onsite inspections by competent
parties. All vehicle are available for inspection by appointment. Buyer is Responsible for fees
and charges of inspections made. The companies we use are fully insured and a door to door
service. Please contact us for a quote. Out of State buyers are responsible for their own taxes in
their own state. We do provide temporary plates. Our fine pre-owned vehicles come to us as
new- car franchise trade- ins off lease and package program. We assure you satisfaction at time
of delivery and welcome pre- buy inspections. Vehicle are precisely described by templates of
each web page. Our Vehicle description and mass quanity of photos really give our customers
to be comfortable on what they are purchasing. Please, before bidding, carefully read complets
contents of our webpage. We welcome all dealers and qualified individual to bid on our
vehicles. We look forward speaking with you! See our other listingsDisclaimer: This auction is a
legally binding contract to buy this vehicle. This Jag is Auto Check and Carfax certified, this
vehicle only has 77k miles. It has a smooth ride and drive. We have taken the time and fully
detail this vehicle and it is ready for its new proud owner. This Jaguar has a fun drive to it. The
engine and transmission is smooth and shifts great. We did a computer diagnostic on this
vehicle and everything checked out great. We have fully checked this vehicle and it is in great
driving condition. There is no engine codes on this vehicle. Looks Great inside and outside!!
The title is clear and clean, with no accident history on it. Again, With confidence, this vehicle
has a Great Drive. Everything looks great and it is ready for its new proud owner. This nice
looking Jaguar rides and drives very smooth. The brakes are great on this vehicle. There is no
signs of oil leaks at all. All the power equipment and gauges operate at no problems. There are
no door dings on this XJ8. It does have some very minor scratches and touched up blemishes,
and 1 or 2 very minor digs on the trunk and hood this is just normal wear and tear. It is well
maintained and is in above average condition. It is one of the cleanest on the market. The
Interior as shown in the pictures, is in excellent condition! Tan Leather Seats look immaculate.
Everything looks Clean inside. Headliner, and Dash have no damage and are in clean condition.
For the year model this vehicle is in, this Jaguar is above average conditionally and
mechanically. Don't miss this chance to own this nice, super clean and sharp looking XJ8!
Looking at the market for XJ's, This particular vehicle is one of the best out there. It is very hard
to find a nice pre owned Jaguar, which has been well maintained like this one and being a
Carfax certified vehicle. Completely scroll down this advertisement to see all the pictures of this
vehicle. The pictures below, they go in great detail in describing the vehicle. Feel free to contact
us for any other information. We can assist you with shipping in the U. Please contact us for a
quote!!! This auction is a legally binding contract to buy this vehicle. Model XK. Excellent
Miles!! Grand Touring at its Best!! Sleek and Luxurious Styling!! Balance Between Luxury and
Performance!! Style, Speed and Seduction!! This is the One!! Powerful Luxurious Ride!!
Looking for an excellent example of the Jaguar XKR? If you're in need of some fun in the sun
than this impressive and eye catching XKR won't disappoint, especially for those accustomed
to Jaguars levels of luxury and refinement. To create and build beautiful fast cars that bring the
enjoyment and exhilaration of driving to life is what Jaguar stands for and this XKR shows it
all.!! Navigation with Voice Activation System!! No one does the classic
leather-and-burled-wood luxury interiors like the British. And the XK's interior is a fine
contemporary interpretation of that tradition, with all of the visual and tactile cues of classic
English luxury. It's highlighted by a full-width book-matched high gloss maple veneer on the
instrument panel, more of the same around the "J-gate" shifter in the console and the window
lifts on the doors, and sumptuous hand-cut, hand-stitched leather on the power-adjustable front
seats. It's comfortable and seriously upper-crust. The power-operated top needs no hand
latching, and goes up or down quickly. Visibility with the top is average for a two-seat
convertible, a polite way of saying "you've got side mirrors, use them. There is a rear seat, but
unless all passengers are under five foot two, it's best thought of as a padded parcel shelf. The
trunk is large and spacious for a two-seat sports car. All the better for the XK's true mission in

life - fast touring in a grand manner.!! The Black soft top is in great condition with minimal wear
marks. No unsightly door dings. All interior controls and functions operate as they should.!!
Rear Park Distance Sensors!! Front Fog Lights!! Rear Lip Spoiler!! Jaguar has equipped the
XKR with features and gadgets that would impress himself. The seats and door panels are
covered in fine leathers and the entire dash face and center console are covered in gorgeous
maple wood. The watt Alpine audio system and the HVAC controls are placed together near the
base of the console; they are easy to locate and operate, even at night. Just about everything
you touch is power operated, from the self-latching convertible top to the adjustable
memorizing seats. Equipped with the 4. Shifts from the 6-Speed Automatic Transmission are
seamless. This exquisite Jaguar is in excellent mechanical condition; you are more than
welcome to have a certified mechanic check it out. Keyless Entry 2 Keys and 2 Master
Remotes!! Leather Convertible Top Boot!! Temporary Spare Tire and Jack!! We believe that a
picture is worth a thousand words, so we have included nearly Pictures so you can judge for
yourself the condition this exquisite Jaguar XKR Convertible is in.!! Please call today for a
complete and detailed walk around with one of our staff over the phone!! All that's missing is
you in the drivers seat, call us now and lets deal on this excellent luxury vehicle. We welcome
pre-buy inspection of all units. Call Ron with any questions you may have Autoquest USA has
been in business for 20 years and have built our reputation on honesty and customer
satisfaction. We specialize in finding the vehicle that best fits your personal needs. Call or email
us today and let our experienced staff help you! We have received numerous eBay awards for
outstanding business selling vehicles on eBay Motors and our commitment to serving the eBay
community. We are determined to give full customer satisfaction and still save you money, so
we hope to earn your business. Happy buying!! However, they are pre-owned and anything can
occur, outside of our control no matter what the age of the vehicle is. Therefore, this vehicle
carries absolutely no warranty, oral, written or implied. All pictures and comments are made to
help you better evaluate the individual vehicle. Please understand that on older and high
mileage cars, there will be above normal wear and tear. All vehicles are being sold locally at our
dealership aswell and may incur added miles due to reconditioning and test drives. Florida law
requires us to sell any vehicle over ten years of age as exempt from mileage statements. Please
also note, when purchasing a used vehicle, although it is new to you, there is a possibility the
vehicle will need service or repair in the first weeks of ownership. We are also not responsible
for missing owners manuals, key fobs, extra keys, CD cartridges, navigation DVD's, or any other
non essential accessories. Theses minor accessories do not always remain with a vehicle over
their lifetime. All of these items can be found at your local dealer or auto parts store. We do our
best to evaluate the physical and mechanical condition to assist, not hinder your decision.
There are many inspection services available, or have your own mechanic inspect the vehicle
for you. We will make every reasonable effort to accommodate a time for the vehicle to be
available before the end of the auction for these inspections to take place. We gladly answer all
e-mails and will try to help you in your decision in a fair and honest manner. If you are planning
to fly in and drive home, just let us know Southwest Florida International Airport RSW is only 30
minutes away and we will be glad to give you a lift. We will be happy to respond as quickly as
possible. May I bid if I am new to EbayMotors or have negative feedback? If you are new to eBay
or eBayMotors zero feedback , we will contact you by email to ensure that you are a serious
bidder and not a minor under 18 years of age. We appreciate your understanding and hope this
is not an inconvenience for you. Important Things to Remember! By bidding and winning this
auction, you are entering into a legal and binding contract to purchase this vehicle, as outlined
in the user agreement you accepted when you registered as an eBay Community Member.
Vehicles are for sale locally and we reserve the right to notify bidders and cancel this auction at
any time. Vehicle returns will be accepted in certain cases. The buyer will be responsible for
shipping the vehicle back to the dealership. If the vehicle is going to be driven to your home
state or registered in Florida, we will require current proof of insurance in the name of the
purchaser. Payment in full must be received within 5 business days from the closing date of the
auction. Failure to comply with any part of the payment rules could void the transaction, but
only at the discretion of the seller. If these forms or terms of payment are not acceptable, please
do not bid. Sales Tax and Fees may vary from state to state please call to verify you state taxes.
Buyers outside of Florida are responsible for applicable taxes in your state. In many cases there
is a delay in receiving the original instruments from the time the vehicle is paid off. We are a
licensed and bonded dealer in the state of Florida and guarantee a clean title on all our vehicles.
Titles will be forwarded by overnight service for proper tracking. Thank you for your patience
and understanding. Yes, we have access to a number of qualified transporters that we work with
on a regular basis who can ship anywhere in the United States and abroad. We are happy to
help arrange delivery with one of these shippers. Of course you are free to use a transporter of

your choice. Actual cost may vary due to exact location and vehicle type. If you have trouble
understanding this process of have questions don't hesitate to call Ron at or Donnie at The
balance is due within 5 days of auction close. No sales tax will be charged for vehicles being
shipped over state line. If you require a 30 day temporary tag, we will collect your home state
sales tax and provide an affidavit so you won't have to pay again at home when registering the
car. Donnie was extremely responsive and helped walk me through the Ebay buying process. I
felt comfortable working with him and would not hesitate referring a friend to work with him and
AutoQuest USA in the future. I was extremely happy with th Range Rover Autobiography Edition
and it arrived exactly in the condition it was advertised using the Ebay website. The car is
everything that was advertized and the personal treatment was great! I will do more business
with Autoquest USA in the future when I need a car and will tell my friends about this company.
I recommend this company and give them a five star rating! To all of my new friends AutoQuest
- I just wanted to thank all of you who worked together to provide the car I really wanted! You
have made my dream come true and are the answer to my prayers! God Bless,Diane J.
Greetings Donnie, Buying a car is not always the most pleasant experience, especially for me. I
am not a person who wants to be nagged and haggled when looking to purchase another car.
So when I entered the showroom of AutoQuest USA and began a conversation with salesman
Donnie Smith, I was put at ease and my ensuing purchase was most positive and easy. Donnie
did not pressure me, nor did he try to make me feel like an inferior person. His professionalism
was above par and we made a deal on a Mercedes that I am happy to own. Recommendations
are always a positive way to procure business and I surely recommend AutoQuest USA to other
individuals. Thank you for a most pleasant experience and good automobile. Sincerely, Rev Ted
Althouse. The AutoQuest website for this vehicle stated the following " We cannot stress how
great this vehicle really is," "This exquisite SL looks, runs and drives absolutely great! This is a
great auto and it drives absolutely great. I had been looking for just such a vehicle for close to a
year and finally found what I was looking. It was also very reasonably priced. I dealt with Donnie
Smith. After the sale, he went out of his way to help me. When I decide to buy another exotic
sports car, This will be the first dealership I will contact. DonaldSee our other
listingsDisclaimer: This auction is a legally binding contract to buy this vehicle. To create and
build beautiful fast cars that bring the enjoyment and exhilaration of driving to life is what
Jaguar stands for and this XKR shows it all. All the better for the XK's true mission in life - fast
touring in a grand manner. All interior controls and functions operate as they should. We
believe that a picture is worth a thousand words, so we have included nearly Pictures so you
can judge for yourself the condition this exquisite Jaguar XKR Convertible is in. DonaldThis
auction is a legally binding contract to buy this vehicle. The first step to protecting yourself
against buying used cars with costly hidden problems. WarrantyThis vehicle is being sold as is,
where is with no warranty, expressed written or implied. About Us Global Luxury Imports is a
family owned business that brings the Chicagoland area the finest luxury automobiles. Our staff
caters to the customers needs and provides exemplary service. Our goal is to assist the
customer in making the right selection by offering excellent value and an honest opinion
coming from years of experience. Specializing in late model luxury and exotic automobiles, we
pledge to find the vehicle of your dreams, even if it means searching a network of dealerships
around the country or beyond and delivering to your door. Global Luxury Imports is a family
owned business that brings the Chicagoland area the finest luxury automobiles. Terms and
Conditions Winning bidder must contact us within 24 hours of auction end, and make
arrangements for payment at that time. The remainder is due within 3 days of auction end. If no
contact is made within 24 hours we reserve the right to re-list the vehicle, sell it to the next high
bidder, or sell it otherwise. Most banks and credit unions do not finance vehicles older than or
with more than K miles. Make sure if financing that your financial institution accepts the year
and miles of this vehicle before bidding. Please arrange financing prior to bidding. We offer a
wide variety of financing options from conventional financing to lease options with extended
warranty. Buyer is responsible for pickup or shipping of this vehicle, we can assist with
shipping and can also quote shipping vehicles using our network of transport comapnies. If you
wish to have it shipped using a service, we will gladly cooperate. If you are not sure about
something, please ask! Do not assume anything not listed is included. We reserve the right to
cancel bids for excessive negative feedback. We reserve the right to end the listing if the vehicle
is no longer available for sale. Please do not bid on this auction unless you are serious about
owning this vehicle. All non-paying high bidders will be reported to eBay, and negative
feedback will be posted. Fee and Tax Information: We are a Texas licensed dealer. Fee and Tax
Information: We are a Texas Independent licensed dealer, As a Texas licensed Independent
Dealer we will follow and obey by the State licensing and dealer vehicle regsitration and laws of
the state of Texas. Per the eBay User Agreement, by placing a bid you are entering into a legally

binding contract and are committed to purchasing the vehicle described in this eBay
advertisment. The details of this commitment are further outlined in the eBay User Agreement.
BJ Motors reserves the right to end its auctions early or to cancel bids solely at its discretion
and shall not be held liable for any such cancellation. The winning bidder is required to contact
BJ Motors as outlined in all of our auctions within 24 hours after the close of the auction to
finalize the details of the transaction. This deposit reserves the vehicle and removes it from the
current market. Acceptable payment types for deposit are: credit card, wire transfer, cashier's
check.. If winning bidder does not contact BJ Motors and submit deposit within 24 hours of
auction close, vehicle may be made available to the next highest bidder or another qualified
buyer on a first come, first serve basis. Prospective bidders are encouraged to retain a PPI or to
and inspect the vehicle in person and or to contact us directly to provide additional information
or answer any questions. Some of our pore Vehicles will come with a non 17 digit Vehilce
Identification Number or if we sell a Race Prepared Vehcile this vehciles are sold on a Bill of
Sale only. Regarding emmissions please check with your individual states with emmssions
comapliancy and with registering a pre vehicle or a race car. Please be aware that all pre-owned
vehicles, regardless of age, mileage, or manufacturer are subject to cosmetic wear and
mechanical failure. BJ Motors encourages bidder to have a personal inspection completed prior
to delivery to help ensure your satisfaction. Third party inspections are to take place prior to a
vehicles shipment or delivery. All vehicles are sold "AS IS" and with no warranties expressed or
implied. Final or winning bid price does not include shipping, tax, title, or registration fees. It is
the purchaser's responsibility to provide for any state or local taxes and shipping expenses
resulting from the sale. Last we can assist you in delivery through our network of private and
commercial carriers. Most of them can deliver the vehicle to your driveway. We assume no
responsibility for damages or delays incurred once a vehicle is in a shipper's custody. Shipping
is the sold expense of the buyer. BJ Motors, LLC Cars bears no liability and shall be held
harmless for any complications, expenses, or damages resulting from a failure to meet these
terms as they have been set forth and established herein. About Us BJ Motors founded by
Bernie Katz began as a passion for collecting fine automobiles and turned his enthusiasm into a
business that has thrived for over 15 years. Over 30 years of combined experience in selling
some of the finest classic, sports, and exotic cars in the country. Bernie Katz, worked while
spending time traveling all of the country racing Dodge Vipers and creating a network for
obtaining the nicest, cleanest lowest mileage Vipers and Ford GT's in the market place. You can
imagine the excitement of our typical day deciding which car to take out for a drive; whether it
be a hp Dodge Viper, or a horsepower Ford GT, Lamborghini or Saleen S7! We have the right
vehicle for you. Whatever your choice, you can be assured we have done our homework and
stand behind the inventory we offer for sale. We have gone through each car with a fine tooth
comb and have spent hours detailing our cars from top to bottom in order to ensure your
satisfaction is guaranteed, reliability is bulletproof,and great looks are certain. It is our goal to
make your purchase a great experience and also to make your dreams come true. BJ Motors is
one of the area's largest performance and exotic sports car wholesalers, and specializes in the
Dodge Vipers, Ford Gt's. We offer a variety of financing options, and extended warranties
through our business partners, enclosed nationwide shipping, and owners that are friendly and
extremely knowledgeable. Give us a call or schedule an appointment to come and see our line
of fine vehicles just waiting for you! We would like to be your source for any exotic vehicles in
the market place today. With the majority of the depreciation out of the newer cars we sell,
performance vehicles continuing to go up in value, and the fact that we would love to have our
own cars back when something else catches your eye, you can see why it costs so little to own
one. It is our goal to buy and sell the best of the best automobiles. Each and every car is hand
picked for extremely high quality with low mileage. Each car is as important to us as it is to you.
Every vehicle is inspected prior to purchasing it for our inventory. We take extra care to
research the history and service of each of our cars, as well as conduct a complete and
thorough detail process. Because we are certain that you will be pleased with your purchase,
we offer the right of inspection before purchase. It is important to us that you have the option to
inspect and approve the automobile before taking ownership, therefore this is offered to you
before final payment is received. Check out our Inventory If there is something you are looking
for specifically and you do not see it here, please send us an e-mail and we will try and help you
locate your vehicle. Thanks for visiting and check back often. Also ask about our NO hassle
consignment or if you are looking to sell your car we buy all makes and models. For more
information on this beautiful like brand new Jaguar please call our toll free phone number at ext.
Winning bidder must contact us within 24 hours of auction end, and make arrangements for
payment at that time. BJ Motors founded by Bernie Katz began as a passion for collecting fine
automobiles and turned his enthusiasm into a business that has thrived for over 15 years. The

remainder is due within 7 days of auction end. If you wish to have the vehicle inspected, please
contact us to make arrangements prior to biding on or making an offer on the vehicle. If you win
an auction or we accept an offer you have made, the vehicle is yours. There will be no post-sale
inspections allowed. Buyer is responsible for pickup or shipping of this vehicle. If you wish to
have it shipped using a service, we recommend you search online for vehcile shippers or we
can assisit you in finding a shipper. About Us We are a licensed Florida dealer that concentrates
on wholesale transactions. We specialize in late model european cars with no stories. We buy
and sell pristine automobiles. Hans Kasierski has over 52 years experience in the automobile
business and as founder of Can Am Motorcars and former dealer principal of Downtown Fine
Cars in Toronto Canada Porsche, Audi, Volkswagen still adheres today to high integrity and
honesty in all business transactions. Dustin Coploff has over 18 years experience in the
automobile business has extensive experience in luxury automobiles. Honesty and integrity are
high priority in business and perso
swamp cooler covers home depot
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nal agenda. Your satisfaction during and after your purcahse are utmost important factor in all
of our dealings!! Our company has been in the same location for over 19 years and plan to stay
providing you with high quality autos, integrity and service satisfaction for many years to come.
Thanks in advance for your business, we hope to serve you soon!! We are a licensed Florida
dealer that concentrates on wholesale transactions. Brooklyn, NY. Commerce City, CO.
Georgetown, TX. Hanover, MA. Gervais, OR. Chester Twp, NJ. Alert Successfully Created. Save
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